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Established in 1968 and headquartered in Los Angeles, California, Emser 

Tile® is a leading designer, producer and marketer of the world’s finest tile 

and natural stone. By offering unparalleled service and a vast selection of 

products, Emser Tile® is a comprehensive source for interior and exterior products 

that include porcelain, ceramic, glass, decorative accents, metal, quarry, mosaics, 

natural and engineered stone, cut-to-size products, setting materials and custom 

manufactured products made to your specifications. Our nationwide service network 

includes state of the art distribution centers and local sales and service locations to 

combine a strong national presence with tailored, local service. Building upon over 50 

years of service, our dedication and commitment to our customers remains as strong 

as ever and is the core of our business and our culture.

Our services are tailored to customers’ specific requirements.  Emser Tile® offers 

exclusive programs that help retailers, home builders, commercial builders, 

contractors, architects and designers exceed their customers’ expectations and 

requirements while keeping projects on schedule and within budget.

Our global network brings the latest trends, technologies and innovations for ceramic 

and porcelain tile, glass, natural stone, decorative, mosaic and metal products. We 

continue to offer the most compelling and extensive portfolio of colors, finishes, 

patterns and textures, accompanied by a broad assortment of coordinating trim and 

accent pieces.

Our expansive capacity translates into a vast selection of products and immediate 

distribution. With Emser Tile®, customers have quick access to unique and first-to-

market products. With our local sales and service locations and 

global network of factory alliances, Emser 

Tile® has the infrastructure to logistically 

support any size project on a 

domestic or international level.

THE EMSER STORY
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PRIORITIZING
SUSTAINABILITY

At Emser Tile®, we embrace our responsibility to protect the planet 
and create sustainable processes in everything that we do. We 
hold the same standard for our suppliers and trade partners, and 
work alongside them to ensure that they adhere to maintaining and 
improving their standards. Emser Tile®’s Green Building Initiative 
features a systematic three-prong approach:

• Implementing company-wide environmentally conscious 
practices in the workplace at all Emser locations throughout 
North America, including distribution centers. This is a 
combined effort also shared by our trade partners.

• Practicing transparency of raw materials sourcing with our 
suppliers, so that we know exactly what ingredients are going 
into the products we sell down to 1000ppm.

• Educating employees and customers alike through internal 
and external training programs such as CEU/CES classes 
regarding health, safety and welfare standards related to 
material sourcing, manufacturing and installation. 

Coined the Nutrition Label 
for products, Emser Tile has 
been awarded the Declare 
Label for its transparency 
in product lifecycle. From 
where it comes from, what it’s 
made from, to where it goes, 
Emser Tile’s notation of “Red 
List Free” can fulfill the credit 
disclosure requirements for 
LEED v4.

INTERNATIONAL  LIVING FUTURE INSTITUTE SM  declareproducts.com

SM 

MANUFACTURER RESPONSIBLE FOR LABEL ACCURACY

EMS-0001        EXP.   01 OCT 2020  
VOC Content: N/A       VOC Emissions: CDPH Compliant

Declaration Status       LBC Red List Free
      LBC Compliant 
      Declared

Feldspar, Clay, Quartz, Talc, Titanium 
Dioxide, Aluminum Oxide, Nepheline Syenite, 
Reaction Mass of Fumes, Silica and Diiron 
Trioxide, Sodium Oxide, Calcium Magnesium 
Carbonate, Calcium Oxide, Chromium Iron 
Oxide, Cristobalite (SiO2), Frits, Chemicals, 
Inorganic Colour Pigments (Synthetic Materials), 
Chemically and Thermically Stable, Silica, 
Vitreous, Wollastonite, C.I. Pigment Blue 28, 
C.I. Pigment Blue 72, C.I. Pigment Brown 24, C.I. 
Pigment Green 26, C.I. Pigment Red 231, Kaolin, 
Calcined , Kyanite (Al2O(SiO4)), Magnesium 
Oxide (MgO), Potassium Oxide (K2O), Zinc 
Oxide, Zircon (Zr(SiO4)), Zirconium Oxide 
(ZrO2), Silane, Tetrachloro-

Ingredients:  

Living Building Challenge Criteria:

Porcelain & Ceramic Floor Tile     
Emser Tile  
Final Assembly: Houston, Texas, USA
Life Expectancy: 50 Years
End of Life Options: Recyclable (100%)
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CORPORATE EFFORTS

Emser Tile® is committed to reducing the environmental 
impact not only of our corporate headquarters and local sales 
and service locations, but also all of our distribution centers 
nationwide.

Our initiatives to do so include:

• Reusing technology, including cell phones, computers, 
and electronic equipment, through our suppliers and a 
third-party electronics recycling provider;

• Recycling paper through a third-party shred and 
recycle service;

• Automating facility lights that operate based on areas 
in use; 

• Programming thermostats for optimal indoor 
temperatures while maintaining energy efficiency;

• Using low-flow and no-flush plumbing fixtures that 
preserve water; 

• Prioritizing recycled content in office supplies;

• Emser Tile® operates strategically placed distribution 
centers and local sales and service locations throughout 
the United States. Having multiple facilities allows us 
to maximize the volume of every truckload for the most 
efficient transportation of our products, and in turn, 
minimizing our carbon footprint

MATERIAL RESOURCES

Emser Tile® chooses to work with suppliers that recycle the 
maximum amount of material possible back into the raw bisque, 
which is then reused to make new tiles. Understanding the 
importance of water conservation, Emser Tile® suppliers also 
recycle and reuse water during the manufacturing process. 
All glazes used in the production of ceramic and porcelain 
tile are water based and contain zero solvents, reducing 
potential Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emissions 
during production and further eliminating any off-gassing of 
our finished floor products to 0 g/L through the firing stage 
of manufacturing. All overseas suppliers are required to be 
transparent in raw ingredient reporting up to 1000ppm, 
allowing Emser to meet OSHA Safety Data Sheet (SDS) 
requirements, as well as Health Product Declarations (HPD 
v2.1). Preference is given to manufacturers with upgraded kiln 
equipment that are able to better control heat emission and 
indoor air quality at the factory level.

Due to their raw ingredient profiles, all products are Red List 
Free, Conflict Mineral Free, Lead Free and compliant to 
OSHA Silica Standards as well as Prop 65.

MANUFACTURING, 
DISTRIBUTION & INSTALLATION

Our transparency efforts specifically complement green friendly 
builds that are focused around environmental impact in addition to 
worker health and safety. Unlike other types of hard and soft flooring, 
the longevity of ceramic, porcelain, and natural stone prevents frequent 
replacement, reducing the emissions and carbon footprints related to 
manufacturing, transportation and disposal of waste. With a potential 
cradle to grave lifecycle of 100+ years, studies have shown that over 
a 20-year span, ceramic, porcelain, and natural stone products are 
more cost-effective and sustainable than any other flooring material.

For enhanced eco-friendly attributes, all products and packaging are 
100% recyclable, allowing them to be easily diverted from landfills 
post construction. The inherent characteristics of these surfaces 
allow for easy installation and cleaning without the use of toxic, high 
VOC, or harsh chemicals, while also displaying natural antimicrobial 
properties reducing potential bacteria and mold growth making them 
a very hygienic option.

Through innovative design, these dense body products can be 
installed in a way that enhances indoor air quality, creating building 
efficiency by controlling ambient room temperatures of a space, all 
while reducing heating and air conditioning costs. Partnered with a 
Low/No VOC setting materials system, including an installation 
system warranty, the health, safety and longevity of the application 
can be optimized.
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As one of the top design trends of the year, 

outdoor projects emphasize the element of 

comfort, style, and safety, as more individuals 

look to entertain, exercise, and relax in the open 

air. These skillfully designed open-air retreats 

provide an extension of interior living and 

working spaces, as we see a blurring of the lines 

between interior and exterior environments.
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Waterlace™  |  Mana

Our new pool collections 
feature the beauty of blues.
Often associated with nature 
and sustainability; green reflects 
growth as well as an overall sense 
of newness, while blue’s innate 
connection to the ocean and 
the sky embodies stability and a 
clearer vision of the future.

ELEVATE
 with

EMSER

DECORATIVE

7
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AFLOAT™

Transform your pool into a personal oasis. With hues as vibrant as coveted sea glass 
finds, Afloat™ porcelain tile is especially meant for those who embrace pool living. 
Make a jewel-toned splash with this unique design.

Organic, long-lasting, weather-resistant 
materials such as tile and stone encourage 
ease and relaxation.

Aqua         

Mist            

Turquoise    

Indigo           

Jade                

Teal           

Sea               

Royal              

Navy        

Cobalt           

White          

Available in Sizes Mist, Sea, Turquoise, Navy, Royal, Indio, Cobalt, Jade and White in 13”x13” Dot Mount | Aqua 12”x12”, Teal 11”x12” Dot Mount 9
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Exhale™  |  Marron

Picture the rich colors of an Italian 
countryside landscape and you will begin to 
appreciate the warmth and depth of the color 
palette for Exhale™. Equally welcome in classic 
renovations and modern environments.

EXHALE™

Gris

Cielo

Blanco

Marron

Azul

Available in Size 6”x12”

11
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Making the most of time spent outdoors is a 
national pastime, and Galore™ glass mosaic 
tile for pools gives us one more reason to 
embrace our backyards. With durability meant 
to stand the test of time – Galore offers a stylish 
assortment of colors available in easy-to-install 
mosaics. High performance jewels for the pool!

GALORE™

Galore™  |  Ocean

WhiteMarine

Ocean

PearlCobalt

SilverBlack

Available in Size 5/8”x5/8” on 13”x13” Mesh

13
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The many benefits of tile extend to the outdoors with Immerse™ Porcelain tile as a prime 
example. Designed for walls, in addition to being pool-rated, let your imagination take over 
with a one-of-a-kind design featuring three splashy colors: Cobalt, Aqua and Teal.

IMMERSE™

Immerse™  |  Cobalt

ImmerseTM – Skillfully designed open 
air retreats provide an extension of 
interior living and working spaces, and 
outdoor tile can help blur the lines 
between interior and exterior 
environments.

Teal AquaCobalt

Available in Size 6”x6”

15
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INHALE™

Inhale™ shimmers with style, with color and with updated appreciation for 
the classic subway tile design. Blues and greens are standouts as the mixed 
finish replicates the way light reflects off the surface of ocean water – a 
glistening effect that enlivens a space. Available in four striking colors, this 
ceramic tile is sure to create a signature wall moment in any space.

REPLICATES THE WAY 
LIGHT REFLECTS OFF 

THE SURFACE OF 
OCEAN WATER

Azul

Gris

Blanco

Verde

Available in Size 4”x12”

17
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UNLEASH 
YOUR INNER 

CREATIVE

Regala™  | Present

Let the love affair with Offset continue, starring Regala™ mosaic tile. Options abound with 
this collection, enabling offset patterns, along with a special mini version. The full offering 
pops with soft neutrals as well as color options in perennial favorites, blue and green.

REGALA™

Regala™  |  Mini Token

Bequest Mini Bequest

Present Mini Present

Gift Mini Gift

Token Mini Token

Available in Size 12”x12” Mesh
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SWIRL™

Swirl™  |  Ocean

Let the glistening and soothing colors of water surround you with Swirl™. 
This shimmering molten glass mosaic captures the breathtaking beauty of 
nature with its handcrafted process that melds a blend of pigments into 
each colorway creating a one-of-a-kind look with textural waves and ripples. 
Appropriate for both indoor and outdoor applications including pool.

Aqua

Fog

Ocean

Sky

Cream

Lake

Pearl

Teal

SWIRLTM – This shimmering 
molten glass mosaic captures the 
breathtaking beauty of nature 
with its handcrafted process 

Available in Size 12”x12” Mesh

21
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Recycled glass mosaic tile 
turn design into geometric 
works of art.

Delve below the surface with an homage to the beauty and complexity 
of water colors. Waterlace™ recycled glass mosaic tile turns designs into 
geometric works of art. Uniquely yours and suitably indoor and out, for pools, 
and signature walls.

WATERLACE™

Suva

Ono

Tilva Yaro

Koro

Mana Gau

Lami Stone

Available in Size 1”x1” and 1”x2” on 12”x12” Dot Mount
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BEACH 
FINISH

BLENDS

Formats

Enhance Your Pool with Mosaic Tiles in Vibrant Colors.

Clear (164) Opaque (470)Iridescent (164) Opaque Irid (470) Opaque Irid (199) Iridescent (199)

Clear (169) Clear (225)Iridescent (169) Iridescent (225) Clear (389) Iridescent (389)

Clear (266) Clear (383)Iridescent (266) Iridescent (383) Clear (386) Iridescent (386)

Clear (361) Iridescent (246)Clear (246) Clear (178) Iridescent (178) Clear (242)

Clear (376) Clear (396)Iridescent (376) Iridescent (396) Clear (267) Iridescent (267)

Clear (379) Clear (273)Iridescent (379) Iridescent (273) Clear (236) Iridescent (236)

Clear (718) Sand (718)Silver (718) Sand Iridescent (718) Clear (364) Iridescent (364)

Beach (164)

Beach (364)

Beach (376)

Beach (169)

Beach (379)

Beach (267)

Royal

Cobalt

Clearwater

Aqua

Oceanwave

Bronze

Sky

Celadon

Ocean

Calm Lake

Shadow

Fog Silver

Midnight

Brooke
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AGM 
QUICK SHIP 
PROGRAM
Add sophistication and style to your swimming pool 
with glossy and iridescent glass tile.

GEOMETRO
Geometro is created entirely from recycled glass that is ground 
to fine powder and molded under extreme pressure and heat.

Solid

Cloud

Smoke

Dusk

Flax

Flint

All Patterns are available in 3 Colorways

Classic    – Flint | Smoke | Cloud
Country – Cloud | Flax | Smoke
Coastal  – Cloud | Dusk

Pattern

Belfort in ClassicTulle in Coastal Bourges in Country Bayeux in Classic Dijan in Classic Amiens in Country

Available in Size 11”x13” Mesh

Nausau 1”x1”

Freeport 1”x1”

Bimini 1”x1”

Marsh Harbor 1”x1”

Nausau 1”x2” Offset

Freeport 1”x2” Offset

Bimini 1”x2” Offset

Marsh Harbor 1”x2” Offset
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MIZZONI WATERS

Aqua

Cobalt

White

Teal

Available in Size 6”x6”

Capture the tranquility of coastal waters 
with this product line. Featuring blue and 
brown tones over an undulated surface 
with a glossy finish, this square tile 
evokes the dynamic appearance of ever-
moving ocean waters.

Ocean Green River

Ocean Green River Matte

Ocean Coral Bay

Ocean Coral Bay Matte

Available in Size 6”x6”

29
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PLASMA BEACH

Matter Green

Matter Blue

Matter Taupe

Matter Bone

Available in Size 6”x6”

Decor Born

Decor Guell

Available in Size 6”x6”

Ocean

White
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METALS BERING

Blue Blue

Green
Green

Cobalt
Cobalt

Available in Size 6”x6” Available in Size 6”x6”

33
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NARA
Available in Size 6”x6”

Vanguard  |  Forest Blue

VANGUARD
Vanguard glass mosaic tile embody endless blue, 
turquoise, green, beige and other warm colors.

Blue Macauba

Rodas

Arrecife Aridis Grey

Bluestone Blend

Tourmaline Blend

Blue Forest

Arrecife Blue

Available in Size 12”x12” Dot Mount

Vanguard Matte

Blue Macauba

Tourmaline Blend

Bluestone Blend

Arrecife Blue

Blue Forest

Available in Size 12”x12” Dot Mount

Vanguard Glossy

35
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Porcelain tile is a study in the power of contrasts – smooth and 
concave, rough and matte, light and shadow. Simple in concept 
with an appreciation for modern design, Modan calls to the senses, 
while enhancing any space where this unique tile lives. Four rich 
colors open the door to possibility.

Modan™  |  White

TRANSFORM YOUR 
OUTDOOR SPACE INTO A
LUXURIOUS RETREAT

OUTDOOR SPACES

37
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BRIQUE™

A DIFFERENCE 
YOU CAN SEE 

39Brique™  |  Gray (Planter) | Milestone White (Floor) | Brava Silver (Wall Mosaic)

Charcoal

Gray

Cotto

Silver

White

What do you get when you take one of the world’s 
oldest and humblest building materials and elevate it? 
Brique™! Consider for a statement wall in your kitchen 
or a durable statement floor sure to get compliments. 
Colors come in both cool and warm tones encouraging 
options for all tastes.

39

Brique™  |  White
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CONNECT™

The unique design of Connect™ provides the 
appearance of stacked stone in a durable glazed 
porcelain tile. The texture and variation found on this 
tile perfectly captures the beautiful characteristcs of 
natural stone. The warm to cool colorways provide a 
sense of balance to any application.

Coal

Ivory

Gray

White

Connect™  |  Coal

TEXTURE & 
VARIATION 
PERFECTLY 
CAPTURED

Available in Size 6”x24”
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Design Art combines a contemporary flair 
with a distressed look, bringing a warm and 
unique design solution for any space. Design 
Art is comprised of 18 unique graphic faces that 
are intended to be installed randomly.

DESIGN™

Design™  |  Portrait Chimney 43

Portrait

Sketch

ArtDiagram

Mural Outline

Art has 18 patterns, intended for random installations or accent pieces.Art Faces

Available in Size 9”x9”
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Echo™  |  Calacata

ECHO™

Durable tile in richly grained wood or stone looks 
warm up any exterior – whatever the season.

Echo™ portrays a dynamic union of shape, pattern, and sustainability. 
Hexagon and herringbone mosaic tiles are crafted entirely of 

recycled white and gray glass. Finished with high definition inkjets of 
wood grain and Calacata marble patterns.

Echo™  |  Gray

White 2” Hex White HerringboneCalcata 3”Hex Gray Herringbone

Available in Size 12”x14” 2” Hex | 10”x12” 3” Hex | 11”x13” Herringbone Mesh

45
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EROSION™

Earthy hues in both cool and warm tones, like those available from Erosion™ 
porcelain tile collection, remain the standard in interiors and exteriors. 
Their aesthetic appeal, coupled with the durability of tile, makes for a strong 
foundation in design. Available in three sizes and four colors, Erosion features 
the beauty found in nature.

FEATURES 
BEAUTY FOUND 

IN NATURE
Erosion™  |  Rock

Available in Size 12”x12” Mesh

Available in Sizes 12”x24”, 20”x20”

Glacier ValleyRock

47
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FREGIO™

Capture the majesty of ancient Greek and Roman civilizations 
with Fregio™. This series harkens to the storied era of 
conquering empires and brings the look of rugged, chiseled 
marble to any design. The pattern tiles of Fregio™ are glazed 
ceramic and are ideal for walls, while the flat tiles are glazed 
porcelain and may be used for floors and walls, making Fregio™ 
an ideal product for any space.

BRINGS THE LOOK 
OF RUGGED, 
CHISELED MARBLE 
TO ANY DESIGN

Ivory

Charcoal

Gray

Fregio™  |  Gray

Available in Size 6”x20”

49
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MILESTONE™

ORGANIC COLORS 
& TEXTURES IDEAL FOR 
DYNAMIC DESIGNS Milestone™  |  White

Milestone™ embodies 
the organic colors and 

textures of slate in a 
durable porcelain tile. High 

definition printing lends 
nuanced color and texture 

variations for a natural 
aesthetic. Available in 

various large format sizes 
for dynamic designs.

Available in Sizes 12”x12” on 2”x2” Mesh, 12”x24”, 24”x47”

White

Moon Taupe

Dust

Gray
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MIZU™

Mizu™  |  Green

QUIETLY 
UNDERSTATED 

& ELEGANT

Sophisticated and saturated in rich nature-influenced hues, 

Mizu™ ceramic tile adds equal measures of style and flair 

in interior design. The celebration of circles is evident in 

five smart colors that will dress up walls in any room. The 

graphic pattern is truly an eyecatcher.

White Green

Silver

Blue

Taupe

Available in Size 8”x16” Mesh
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MODAN™

Modan™  |  White

Modan™ porcelain tile is a study in the power of contrasts – smooth and concave, rough 
and matte, light and shadow. Simple in concept with an appreciation for modern design, 
Modan calls to the senses, while enhancing any space where this unique tile lives. Four 
rich colors open the door to possibility.

White RustSilver Black

Black
Available in Size 12”x12” Mesh

55
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Nagara™  |  Arabesco White

NAGARA™

PERFECTLY IMPERFECT
HANDMADE

LOOKS

Nagara™ ceramic mosaic tile 

celebrates the ebb and flow 

between solids and textures. 

The glossy brick design is a mix 

of linear texture and subtle 

shade variations. Available in 

four timeless colorways, Nagara 

is a perfect complement for any 

design aesthetic.

White

Gray

Silver

Navy

Nagara™  |  Navy

Available in Size 12”x12” Mesh

57
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Ornami™ offset ceramic mosaic is special in every way. 
Perfectly imperfect design and innovative striping feature 
prominently. It’s a timeless choice evoking architectural design 
that is still relevant for today’s trends. That’s the beauty of 
great design. Available in six eye-catching colors, including 
deep jewel tones of red, blue and green. This unique tile is sure 
to decorate any room and enhance everything around it.

ORNAMI™

BlancoTant

KamiWashi

SeniYuzen

A TIMELESS 
CHOICE EVOKING 
ARCHITECTURAL 
DESIGN

Ornami™  |  Tant

Available in Size 11”x12” Mesh
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PASSION™

This unique wall tile transcends traditional tiles into 
something ethereal.

CASUALLY
  CLASSIC STYLE

Azul

Crema

Blanco

Gris

Verde

Nero

Rosa

Passion™  |  Azul

Passion™  | Azul

Available in Sizes 3”x12”, 9”x9”

Passion™  |  Crema
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ENDLESS DESIGN
POSSIBILITIES IN
A CLASSIC WAY

Rhapsody™  |  Black, White

RHAPSODY™

With Rhapsody™, glazed porcelain tile, the design possibilities are 
endless. Create a classic black and white checkered pattern or utilize 
any combination of the white, black, floral, and diagonal distressed 
glazed porcelain tiles to create your own masterpiece. This durable 
porcelain floor and wall tile is ideal for residential or commercial use. 
The alluring distressed finish makes a subtle statement in any room 
and the durability of this porcelain tile makes it perfect for kitchens, 
living rooms, dining rooms, entry ways, patio spaces, as well as pools 
and hot tub areas.

Argyle

Available in Size 13”x13”

DiagnolSpade

Black

Floral White

63
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REFORM™

Highly textural Reform™ tile is reminiscent of veined 
stone. With its layered statement effect, Reform’s stone 
look achieves the luxurious look of natural stone, while 
celebrating all the benefits of porcelain tile. Offered in a 
selection of neutrals that are anything but ordinary.

Blanco

Crema

Gris

Nero

Silver

ADD DEPTH AND 
DIMENSION TO 
ANY SPACE

Reform™  |  Blanco

Available in Size 5”x10”
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SOUVENIR™

CREATE A 
MODERN AND 
CLEAN LOOK

Souvenir™  |  Sintra

Add texture and intricacy while maintaining a clean and uncluttered look with Souvenir™. 
The slightly burnished edges and 1”x 6” stacked form provides visual interest with an artisan 

feel. The wide color palette ranges from cool neutrals to a lively green or blue which are 
perfect when a touch of color is desired. This spectacular tile is sure to turn any room into a 

showplace and will remain in guests’ minds long after they have gone.

Evora LagosFaro Sintra Belem

Available in Size 12”x12” Mesh
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SPLASH™

Geometry and whimsy meet to make a splash with one of Emser’s latest 

collections of decorative glass tiles. Invite modern backsplashes and bold surface 

designs to today’s kitchens, baths, accent walls, and pools. Made of molten glass, 

the swirl design of each piece is unique making this a one-of-a-kind tile. A dazzling 

iridescent finish available in five colorways: White, Silver, Tan, Moss, and Blue.

Tan

Image for illustrative purposes only. Product not available in a mix as shown.Splash™  |  Blue

Simple shapes and summery 
shades provide an upbeat 
feel that inspires joy.

Blue

White

Tan

MossSilver

Hex Available in 11”x13” Mesh | Offset Available in Size 12”x12” Mesh
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BACKYARD
BASICS

Source™  | Light Blend 3” Hex - 9”x10” Mesh Impact™  | White 2x2 - 12”x12” Mesh

Influence™  | Fawn 1” Hex - 10”x12” Mesh

Mood™  |  Gray
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INFLUENCE™

Since nature plays such an important role in wellbeing, 
outdoor areas continue to gain more significance 
in the overall design of a space with the addition of 
pools, patios, outdoor kitchens, and fireplaces. 

Fawn Arabesque - 10”x11” Mesh

White Penny - 11”x12” Mesh

White & Black 1” Hex - 10”x12” Mesh

All Patterns Available in 1” Hex, 2” Hex, Arabesque, Cube, Penny.

White & Black only Available in 1” Hex.

The clean, striking look of Influence™ offers a retro 
vibe in a traditional mosaic. A variety of classic shapes 
from penny tile to arabesque inspire striking designs. 
The glossy finish provides enhanced visual interest.

Influence™  |  Gray Cube 73
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MOOD™

DESIGNED FOR 
THOSE WHO 
WANT TO 
SURROUND 
THEMSELVES 
WITH NATURAL 
BEAUTY.

Mood™ is reminiscent of the quartzite 
stone from Vals, in the canton of the 
Grisons, Switzerland, translated into 
a durable porcelain tile. Offered in 
large scale format and trendy hues, 
Mood is designed for those who want 
to surround themselves with natural 
beauty. A complementary river stone 
companion tile and offset mosaic round 
out the line to make a truly stunning 
statement in any setting.

Mood™  |  Ivory

Available in Sizes 12”x23”, 23”x47” 

Ivory Gray

River Ivory (12”x24”) River Gray (12”x24”)

Ivory Gray

Available in Size 12”x12” Mesh
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77Rezone™  |  White Hexagon

Give any room a patterned, 
finished look with the classic 
simplicity of Rezone. The 
clean lines and solid white or 
black colors of this unglazed 
porcelain mosaic adds a sense 
of calm and order in a range 
of applications.

White Penny

White Hexagon

Black Penny

Black Hexagon

REZONE™

SIMPLICITY ADDS A SENSE 
OF CALM AND ORDER

Give any space a patterned, finished 
look with the classic simplicity of 
Rezone™. The clean lines and solid white 
or black colors of this unglazed porcelain 
mosaic adds a sense of calm and order 
in a range of applications.

Available in 11”x12” Mesh

Available in 11”x13” Mesh
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Source™  |  Taupe Salt & Pepper

Source™  |  Taupe 2”x2”

The clean, natural design aesthetic of Source™ is amplified 
through its neutral color palette. The contemporary shapes and 

smooth, matte finish make Source the tile of choice.

SOURCE™

SEAMLESS
INDOOR/OUTDOOR 

TRANSITIONS

Source™  |  Dark Blend

Dark Blend

Gray

Light Blend

Taupe

FawnPure White Black

All patterns to all colorways available in 1” Hex on 11”x11”, 3” Hex on 9”x10” and 2x2 on 12”x12 Mesh.”
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UPTOWN™

Transform your patios, terraces, 
and outdoor living areas into 
calming retreats from daily life.

Uptown recreates concrete with subtle texturing and color 
variation. Available in neutral earthy tones, creating a timeless 
urban aesthetic. Suitable for shower and outdoor applications.

Sugar Hill

Sugar Hill

Hamilton

Hamilton

Manhattan

Manhattan

Hudson (12x24 & 24x24  Sizes Only)

Hudson

Morningside

Morningside

Washington

Washington

Available in 12”x12” on 2”x2” Mesh

81

Available in 12”x24”, 18”x35”, 20”x39”, 24”x24”, 24”x47
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STRUCTURE™ 
STONE LEDGERS

With its natural variation in 

color and striking layered 

texture, Structure™ creates 

a unique showpiece in any 

environment. Great for 

highlighting fireplaces, or 

adding texture to walls.
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Structure™  |  Sand

SOPHISTICATED  SOLUTIONS 
FOR DISTINCTIVE DESIGN

STRUCTURE™ 
MARBLE STACKED LEDGERS

Sand Stacked Ledger

Cream Stacked Ledger

Gray Stacked Ledger

Charcoal Stacked Ledger

Blue Stacked Ledger

Available in Size 6”x24”, Corner Set

Cream 3D Stacked Ledger

Gray 3D Stacked Ledger

Blue 3D Stacked Ledger

Available in Size 6”x24”, Corner Set

Arabescato Stacked Ledger

Ibiza Stacked Ledger

Palissandro Stacked Ledger

Shell Stacked Ledger
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Structure™  | Slate Stacked Stone  |  Cream Gold Quartzite | Flamed

STRUCTURE™

QUARTZITE STACKED LEDGERS

Products that have natural, tactile qualities that 
resemble stacked stone, natural wood, concrete, 
and brick add visual interest and dimension while 
providing a perfect backdrop to the overall space.

StructureTM  Stacked Stone with its natural variation in color and striking layered 
texture, Slate creates a unique showpiece in any environment.
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Black Quartzite

Cream Gold Quartzite | Flamed

White Quartzite

Available in Size 6”x24”, Corner Set Available in Size 6”x24”, Corner Set

Mini Black Quartzite

Mini White Quartzite

Available in Size 7”x 17.5”

White Borgo Quartz

Slate White Striated & Chiseled 12”x24”
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Limestone is an understated stone with subtle patterning from minerals present 
during formation. The natural color and veining variation make each piece unique. 
Warm colors in varied tile sizes enable an array of design applications.

Available in Size 6”x24”

Presidio Ivory Splitface

Presidio Ivory Pattern

STRUCTURE™

LIMESTONE STACKED LEDGERS

Structure™  |  Presidio | Limestone Stacked Stone | Ivory | Splitface
89

The natural color and veining 
variation make each piece unique.
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With its natural variation in color and striking layered texture, 
Slate creates a unique showpiece in any environment

Available in Size 6”x24”, Corner Set

Ivory

Silver

STRUCTURE™

TRAVERTINE STACKED LEDGERS

Tile and stone are 
materials often used 

outdoors for their natural 
appeal and durability to 

withstand the forces of nature.
Structure™  |  Travertine Stacked Ledger | Ivory 

Silver Corner Piece 6”x6”

Ivory Corner Piece 6”x6”
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NATURAL
STONE & PAVERS

Xtra™  |  Trav Beige • Zen™ | Ease

Patios with stone pavers, stacked stone 

retaining walls, porcelain pathways, 

pool-rated tile, whether for fresh water 

or salt, are  functional and beautiful 

additions to a backyard and home.
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Extra in every way, Extero™ natural stone pavers are perfect for 
outdoor spaces that seek the ideal finishing touch. Available as stand-
alone tiles or as a Versailles pattern set.

EXTERO™

Extero™  |  Presidio

Extero™  |  Silver

Presidio (Limestone)

Pendio (Travertine)

Silver (Travertine)

Whether you are looking for the 
subtle beauty of limestone, or the 
earthy look of travertine, Extero has 
you covered.

Available in Sizes 16”x24”, Versailles Pattern, Coping
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Travertine stone features neutral colors in multiple
sizes and mosaics. This series is notable for its versatility.

TRAVERTINE

Ancient Tumbled | Silver

Chiseled

Silver | Banded Set Umbria SaveraUmbria Savera          
Banded Set

Fontane Tumbled | Ivory ClassicCrosscut

Umbria Savera Pendio Beige

Travertine  |  Umbria Savera

Travertine™  |  Veincut Silver
Travertine  |  Ancient Tumbled Silver

Swathes of color and 
naturally stippled texture lend 

compelling visual details.
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Xtra™ replicates the look of concrete and stone in 
multiple colors. This unique collection is suitable 
for indoor and outdoor spaces.

XTRA™

Xtra™  |  Caminar White

Cemento Gray Ashmont Gray Caminar WhiteTiberwood Gray

Available in Size - Cemento, Tiberwood 24”x24”, 12”x47”  | Ashmont Gray & Caminar White 24”x24”, 16”x31”, Versailles Set, Cemento Gray Coping 12x24
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XTRA™ PLUS
Available in Size 24”x36” 

Available in Size 23”x23”, 23”x47” 

Tribu Slate

Xtra Plus™  |  Tribu Slate

101

Lenaro Ice

Available in Size 24”x35”

Available in Size 24”x24”, 24”x35”

Trav Silver

Trav Beige

Acer Cream

*Lead times may apply. *Lead times may apply.
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XTRA™ PLUS

Cytos Chalk

Cytos Greige

Cytos Ash

Available in Sizes 23”x23”, 23”x47”

Hilea BlueSila Gray

Available in Size 24”x24”

Bodart WhiteCalle Gray

Xtra Plus™  |  Cytos Ash

Xtra Plus™  |  Sila Grey *Lead times may apply.*Lead times may apply.
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XTRA™ PLUS

Soneva Sand

Soneva Pearl

Soneva Gray

Soneva Lava

Available in Sizes 24”x47”

Misen White Otani Silver

Kanji Gray Lamer Gray

Damar Sand

Available in Sizes 23”x23”, 23”x47”

Xtra Plus™  |  Soneva Gray Xtra Plus™  |  Misen White *Lead times may apply.*Lead times may apply. 105

Fossite Gray
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EXPANSE™

ELEGANT 
LARGE FORMAT 

& SEAMLESS

The flexibility of Expanse™ gives an elegant look to surfaces for commercial 
and residential interior and exterior installations. This beautiful and unique 

large format tile offers a seamless look to floors and walls.

Expanse™  |  Arabesco White Expanse™  |  Lassa White

Lazio White | 63”x126” Arabesco White | 47”x110” Onix White | 63”x126” Venato | 63”x126” Lassa White | 47”x110” Massa Gold | 63”x126”

Network White | 63”x126”Hangar Ash | 63”x126” Network Silver | 63”x126” Network Gray | 63”x126”Hangar Smoke | 63”x126” Network Taupe | 63”x126”

* Polished finish not recommended for outdoor floors.
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NATURAL PEBBLES

Rivera™ | 4 Color - 12”x12”

Rivera™  |  4 Color

Milestone™  |  Taupe
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Cultura™  |  Spring, Ivory, Autumn Blend, Black

CULTURA™

As homeowners look to create their own 
outdoor oasis with a minimalist aesthetic, 
tile and stone in warm, neutrals and earthy 
pigments gain popularity for both floor and 
wall surfaces. 

Cultura™ is comprised of first-rate natural stone that is fabricated into 
an intriguing pebble configuration. An array of solid colors and blends 

are available in a subtly honed finish on an interlocking mesh.

Winter

Autumn

Beige

Cream

Silver

Spring

Taupe

Gray

Summer

Ivory

White

Black

Available in Size 12”x12”
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Rivera Pebbles™ recalls the burnished stones that grace the 
famous beaches along the French Riviera. Available on interlocking 
mesh, Rivera Pebbles™ brings a relaxed harmony to interior spaces.

Opuscar™ is comprised of first-rate natural stone that is fabricated 
into an intriguing pebble configuration. An array of blends are 
available in a subtly honed finish on an interlocking mesh.

RIVERA PEBBLES™

OPUSCAR™

ORGANIC ELEMENTS
ADD TEXTURAL APPEAL 

Rivera Pebbles™  |  Natural

BlackNatural Cream 4 Color

FairDark Light

Available in Size 12”x12”
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VENETIAN™

PEBBLES

Outdoor shower enclosures 
are also gaining popularity in 
warmer climates as individuals 
look to mimic amenities that they 
may have once experienced at 
luxury resorts in their past travels.

Venetian Pebble™  |  Ivory

Tan

PastelSilver

Italia

4 Color

Ivory

Multicolor

Gelato

Medici Blend

Available in Size 12”x12”
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BUILDING 
PRODUCTS

Geometro | Smoke

Vanguard | Arrecifelridis Gray
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Litokol epoxy grout and epoxy setting products are highly 

prized throughout the design and construction industry for 

their high level of performance as well as for the aesthetics 

that they bring to the table. Litokol, with its headquarters in 

Rubiera, Italy, has been promoting innovative solutions for 

professionals in the construction industry and the design world 

since 1968. These innovative products are ideal for many tile 

and design applications. One of those applications is “wet area” 

environments. Traditionally, wet environments have been a 

problem for grout, particularly those that are cement based. 

Here we will talk about how Litokol’s Starlike grout is perfect for 

outdoor application and other environments where moisture can 

be an issue for inferior grout products. Litikol offers a variety of 

vibrant and colors for all design project.

LITOKOL® THE PROTECTIVE BARRIER 
AGAINST WATER FOR 
ALL SITUATIONS

Shimmer Glamour Colors
Crystal Glass Translucent Grout
with a “Chameleon Effect”

Cool Colors

Metalic Colors
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Choose LATICRETE® adhesives and mortars to ensure installations go faster, easier, and 

with predictable results time after time.

LATICRETE® adhesives and mortars have re-set the standard for industry performance. 

From high-strength construction epoxy adhesive to thinset or thick bed mortar, 

LATICRETE adhesives are custom-formulated to deliver speed and efficiency on the 

entire range of applications.

Whatever the application… tile, stone, marble, glass, brick, even large and heavy tile 

installation solutions; LATICRETE® adhesive and mortar products offer major advantages 

in terms of speed and productivity over the competition.

Different projects call for different features; LATICRETE® adhesive products are 

designed to meet these specific needs. Thinset adhesives and mortars feature unique 

wetting characteristics, products reinforced with special ingredients for unmatched non-

sag performance, products with long open times, and products built with antimicrobial 

protection to inhibit the growth of stain-causing mold and mildew. The experts at 

LATICRETE have thought of everything to make adhesive installations go faster, easier, 

and with predictable results time after time. When specifications call for mortars and 

adhesives, trust your reputation to the experts at LATICRETE®.

LATICRETE® offers a limited and lifetime Warranty.

 DS 025.0 25 Year System Warranty (US - English)

 DS 230.05 5 Year System Warranty (US - English)

 DS 230.10 10 Year System Warranty (US - English)

 DS 230.13 1 Year Product Warranty (US - English)

 DS 230.15APD LATICRETE 15 Year Tile & Stone System Warranty

 DS 230.99 LATICRETE Lifetime System Warranty (US - English)

www.laticrete.com

LATICRETE®
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Emser Tile® carries a full collection of Porcelain

Tiles and Porcelain Mosaics suitable for Pool

applications. For the full line of porcelains,

visit our website at www.emser.com.

Vanguard | Tourmaline Blend



8431 Santa Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90069

323. 650. 2000

www.emser.com

Waterlace™  |  Stone


